
PALM Content creates pride 
and position for professionals 
establishing credible, reputed 

platforms with awards, 
conferences, championships

PALM 2017 got off to a 
roaring start with long 
queues for the registration 
before opening hour at 

11am. Total visitors on day 1 clocked 
7682 with nearly 2000 participants, 
representing the exhibitors. It was 
thumbs up across the exhibit floors 
from all exhibitors signaling a very 
high quality crowd - knowledgeable 
and representing prospects. 

The three day event from June 
1- June 3, 2017, once again at 

the Bombay Exhibition Centre, was 
the largest PALM expo in its 17 
consecutive year, growing consistently 
year on year at more than 10 to 15 
percent. PALM expo covered in all 
27,000 sqm across the demo qubes, 
line arrays, live arena, conference halls 
and exhibit area. 

NUMBERS say it all
Witnessing the maximum number 

of new products this year, Day 2 
clocked 7440 unique visitors, with a 

record 10186 footfalls. Over the three 
days of the show, total unique visitors 
registered were 21506, an increase of 
17.5% from 2016. The show hosted a 
total footfall of 27,191 visitors across 
three days. 

“We were here two years ago 
in 2015 and when we compare 
2015 with 2017, we found that the 
attendance was much higher, very 
high quality attendance and I guess 
the whole show is much more 
satisfying than it was in 2015. The 
response has been better both in 
terms of attendance and quality of 
attendance,” said Sonu Khurana of 
Ahuja Radios.

“PALM 2017 welcomed 225 
exhibitors across five halls and two 
demo grounds. This large expo 
replete with the latest technology 
from leading brands exhibited latest 
products from across the world. ABEC 
is proud to serve the pro sound & 

light industry in this remarkable expo 
which saw a total footfall of over 
27,191 this year and which we shall 
build bigger and better in 2018,” said 
Manish Gandhi, Director & COO of 
ABEC Exhibitions & Conferences Pvt. 
Ltd. 

Stage sound & lighting indeed 
was the biggest chunk of the visitor 
pie. Remarkably systems integrators 
looking for solutions across AV, 
Audio–for-Video, cinema, represents 
the second highest piece of the 
pie. Studio recording and music 
production solutions represented the 
third biggest piece of the pie. The 
visitors mix for each segment was a 
healthy average between professional 
talent and business buyers. “ITE 
takes pride in ownership of this 
dynamic platform, infusing energy to 
the event entertainment industry in 
India. ITE is committed to develop 
content to drive professional growth 

PALM 2017 welcomes 21, 506 unique visitors across
27,000 sqm exhibit area, 10 highlight pro features

HARMAN brings a diversity of products from higher end JBLVTX A 12 

line array to the ultra-portable Eon 1 pro

Bangalore based Ansata display brands from their principals 

Avid, DPA, d&B audiotechnik

A packed registration hall

Hi-tech audio systems displayed a range of equipment from principals 

DigiCo, RCF, L-Acoustics etc.
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Alphatec displayed the entire bouquet of brands from principals Music Group

Bose displayed the new ShowMatch DeltaQ at their booth along 

with other products
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in India’s changed stage sound & 
light market. The show’s success can 
only be attributed to the enthusiastic 
attendance of 21,506 unique trade 
professionals. ITE is happy to 
serve this dynamic community,” 
said Gordon Payne, Asia Regional 
Director, ITE Asia Exhibitions Limited. 

DISTRIBUTION Network 
& Partnerships

 PALM has always been 
instrumental in expansion of sales 
distribution and dealer network, 
which has grown exponentially over 
the last decade. As is the norm 
every year the floor abounded in 
news about new brand distribution 
alignments. While Nexo was in the 
fore with its ground-breaking sound 
reinforcement solutions on new 
Indian Distributor YAMAHA Music’s 
booth, the Belgian Audio Focus 
made its mark at Delhi distributor 
Sun Infonet’s booth.  While Modern 
Stage Service has tied-up with Dutch 

special effects solutions provider 
MagicFX, Australian LED Manufacturer, 
Enttec announced its partnership 
with Modern Stage Service Pvt. Ltd. 
Narain Audio has been appointment 
as India Distributor for the Italian 
Lavoce Speakers and this year, the 
German Nova could be seen with a 
complete range of products at new 
distributor Rivera International’s 
booth. While Antelope Audio is 
all set to penetrate the Indian 
market with Rivera Digitec as its 
exclusive distributor for the country, 
Hyderabad-based H Audio brought 
the British premium audio brand 
VOID to Palm 2017 and Tasker has 
been added to the portfolio of Delhi 
Light & Music. 

“Indian market is huge, and it’s 
growing; we believe it’s time we 
pitched in ourselves,”  said Kevin 
Shone, Business Development 
Manager, Lavoce.

“Indian market is vast, one of the 
rapidly growing in the region; and 
what better way to announce our 

coming here than a show like this. 
We are excited about our partnering 
with Modern Stage Service Pvt. 
Ltd. through this platform,” echoed  
Nicoloas Moreau, Director of Enttec. 

NEW products in plenty
As the pro sound and light 

market continues to mature across 
India, the expo attracts the biggest 
rental companies and most influential 
systems integrators looking for 
solutions across stage sound & 
lighting AV, Audio –for-Video, cinema 
sound, studio recording and music 
production solutions. Over the three 
days, top honchos and tech gurus 
in the event business are present in 
strength at the show in anticipation 
of the new products on the floor.

Exhibits were divided into the 
sound and display hall and the 
lighting hall.

The expo floor in Hall 1 was 
replete with a range of new products 

on display with many exhibitors 
organizing special product launch 
events. 

Sonodyne from Kolkata launched 
a range of speakers for Pro Audio 
and Cinema. The new launches 
included ceiling and in-wall products 
for installations. For the installed 
space, Sonodyne launched a 
complete new range of wall mount 
speakers fettering new moulds, 
and transducers. Expanding the 
Sonus range from Avant, Sonodyne 
introduced new kevlar woofers. 

New Delhi based Hi-Tech Audio 
Systems Pvt. Ltd. showcased the 
prestigious DiGiCo SD5 digital mixing 
console, along with the DiGiCo SD12, 
a smaller variant of the ambitious 
SD5. “PALM 2017 is been a very 
successful exhibition for us. We had 
a Digico training area conducted 
by Fali, and we got a very good 
response for this product. Also on 
display is the new SD5 from Digico. 
We have brought a lot of new 
products from all our brands. As far 
as RCF is concerned, we got the 
new RCF HD 3, and with respect 
to L’Acoustics we have brought the 
Syva. Other new products on our 
booth include the Bose ShowMatch 
and new microphones from Shure,” 
informed Rajan Gupta of Hi-tech 
Audio.

Kolkata-based audio distributor, 
Alphatec, brought to the expo a 
wide display of equipment from its 
principal - Music Group. The entire 
bouquet of brands from Music 
Group - Lab.gruppen; Midas; Klark 
Teknik; Tannoy and Behringer was 
showcased on the floors.

“I take a lot of pride sharing 
that one of the most amazingly 

popular product like DeepMind 
which is an Analog synth developed 
by Behnringer is actually being 
demonstrated live over here. We 
had some of the musicians coming 
here and playing live and they were 
amazingly happy with this. Another 
product that we have showcased 
here is DMA 1000 which was the 
recent DSP we have launched under 
Klark Teknik and we have actually 
received a fantastic response,” said 
Karan Kathuria of Music Group. 
“PALM is one of the most important 
shows for the pro audio industry 
in India, and we really recon the 
importance of this show. It is one 
platform where all the brands actually 
get a chance, not only to connect 
with the end costumers but also to 
showcase what we have and what 
we will have in the future. It is one 
of the platforms where we really 
understand from the customers what 
exactly they need, and we actually 
drive our product development 
as per their needs and not vice 
versa. We don’t actually want to be 
developing products what we feel 
sells but developing products what 
the customers want us to sell and 
develop. It is a very important forum 
for us to understand, to hear and to 
see the audience live,” he added. 

Bose Professional besides 
challenging decibel levels in the 
PALM Demo Qube area, also 
displayed its range of products at 
its booth in Hall 1, highlighting 
its exhibits with its latest 
ShowMatch DeltaQ loudspeakers 
and ControlSpace EX boardroom 
conferencing solution.

“PALM Show has been gaining 
traction through the country 
gradually. Early on, the visitor 

profile was mostly focused on west, 
especially Gujarat and Maharashtra. 
This time I saw a lot of people from 
South and North India coming here. 
In one platform I can reach out to a 
large audience. Lot of people we met 
from two tier cities, which is a plus 
for PALM and for us. For us at Bose, 
our objectives get met. It is much 
better organized and they have been 
improving every year,” said Arun 
Kumar – Divisional Manager, Bose 
Corporation India

Two of the biggest exhibitors at 
the show – YAMAHA and HARMAN 
were present with a range of new 
products.

“This year we have brought a 
complete diversity of products for 
PALM. On the higher end we have 
got the new JBLVTX A12 line array, 
and the lower end we have got 
something like the ultraportable 
JBL EON 1 pro. The JBLVTX A12 
line array is on display and we are 
also playing the HARMAN live arena 
on it and all the artists love it. It 
is a brilliant peace of technology 

which we launched at PALM. We 
are also unveiling at the PALM this 
year an exciting concept called the 
Connected PA, which allows you to 
store presets for certain microphones, 
“ said Prashant Govindan of 
HARMAN. HARMAN Connected PA is 
a one of a kind integrated PA system 
that automatically identifies and 
configures your connected equipment 
with a single app.

YAMAHA once again booked 
its own dedicated space in Hall 
2B and 2C, highlighted by an 
impressive display of technology. 
Besides a comprehensive range of 
speakers from Nexo and Yamaha 
for applications ranging from live 
events and fixed installs like pubs, 
clubs and HOWs to solutions for 
corporate events and venues, also 
on exhibit were the WX series 
wireless speakers, VXS Series M and 
S models, MX series and Montage 
synthesisers and many more. For the 
music industry YAMAHA launched 
a new CLAVINOVA Digital Sereies 
including the CLP-625, CLP-635, 

CLP-645 and in the keyboard section 
two new products PSR-E263 and 
PSR-E363. The YAMAH Live Stage in 
the YAMAHA Hall boasted of some of 
the finest Indian artists from genres 
like hard rock to jazz fusion – Louiz 
Banks, Gino Banks, Stephan Devassy 
and Master Lydian Nadhaswaram to 
name a few

beyerdynamic India exhibited a 
wide range of solutions that included 
the manufacturer’s legendary studio 
headphones DT 770; 880; and 990, 
TG Series wired microphones, and 
the TG 1000 Digital Wireless System. 

“PALM is getting better with 
the organizational perfection, and 
quality visitors. It is the single largest 
platform for the ProAudio industry, 
and coming here is a right step 
forward for the existing and the 
new comers as well,” said Naveen 
Sridhar, Director-Sales (SAARC), 
beyerdynamic.

Mumbai based Vardhaman Mega 
Tech made headlines at PALM 2016 
with its acquisition news of British 
Acoustics and OHM and this year 

In collaboration with Precision Devices, UK, MPTV 

Corporation has built the Stonewater P8000 Point 

Source Loudspeaker Modi Digital showcases Eve Audio

Star Dimensions, official distributors for Elation and Global Truss at the show
G.M. Audio goes all out with D.A.S

Kripa Electronics India (KEI), official distributors 

for Adam Hall, keep visitors hooked
Cables all the way at the Krystal Cables booth

First time exhibitors GPAA showcase Outline

IES bring Madrix, Robe, Martin Audio, Avolites, etc. to 

PALM 2017

The Aerons booth at the show
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OHM highlighted its presence on 
the floor with the launch of a 
revolutionary new line array system – 
CORA which boasts of 143 dB of SPL 
and weighs just 23.1 kilos.

Integrated Entertainment 
Solutions (IES) exhibited a vast range 
of solutions from Avolites, Powersoft, 
Madrix, Powersoft and Martin Audio. 
The highlight of the display, was, 
the CDD Live 218 dual driver, direct 
radiating powered subwoofer from 
Martin Audio. “PALM 2017 has been 
a wonderful show. Lot of interests 
and lot many new customers, so 
it has been a good experience. 
We have brought a range of new 
products at the show. We have the 
Blackline X from Martin Audio, the 
Titan v10 from Avolites, Madrix is 
promoting the new software Virgin 
5 and we are also displaying the 
new amplifiers Quattrocanali and 
Ottocanali series from Powersoft.

This year Sennheiser made the 
stakes go higher with new and 
innovative showcase of professional 

audio equipment at the Premier 
Industrial booth for consumers to 
experience and gain deeper insight. 
The showcase included the newly 
launched Ambeo VR Microphone, 
Go-Pro Microphone, XS Wireless 1-2, 

Digital 6000 among others. Other 
products on display also included wide 
range of products from Neumann 
and Apart along with installed sound 
products.

“We, at Sennheiser have been 
committed to the audio industry and 
have always created products that will 
help audio professionals to capture 

and create audio in the best possible 
way by making products that are 
a perfect blend of engineering 
and unmatched design. This year 
our products portfolio been very 
customer-oriented, catering to the 

needs of the present generation 
customers, who are dynamic and 
open to advancement. We are happy 
to showcase this range at PALM Expo 
as it is a great platform covering key 
topics on the trends in pro audio, 
lighting & staging technology, studio 
& music production, post production, 
broadcast, and key technologies 
that shape the present and future 

of audio“- said Mr. Vipin Pungalia, 
Director Professional Segment at 
Sennheiser Electronics India Pvt. Ltd.

AG Acoustics, Indian distributor 
for Belgium headquartered Celto 
Acoustique, showcased the 
manufacturer’s range of products 
which included the IWAC series Line 
Array speakers, the iFIX Series, ultra 
compact installation series, the VCM 
coxial monitor and CT series full 
range loudspeakers. 

In collaboration with world 
renowned transducer manufacturer 
Precision Devices from UK, Pune 
based MPTV Corporation has built 
the Stonewater  P8000 Point Source 
Loudspeaker which was launched at 
the PALM expo.

While first time exhibitors Jinali 
Enterprises introduced 100 mtrs 
VGA & HDMI Cables at the show, 
Sontone Electronics who have been 
exhibitors at PALM Since its first 
edition, demoed new launches from 
its principals Marani, Dynatech & JTS. 
“We have brought two new products 
at the show. One is the wooden 15 
inch active cabinet, fully powered, 
the other one is plastic cabinet, 15 
inch fully powered and then there 
are two new line arrays that we 
expect to go pretty well in the live 
sound market,” said Karan Nagpal of 
Sonotone Electronics.

The new launches by regular 
exhibitor Narain Audio included 
besides Lavoce products, their own 
Rock EUR, Rock UR, UHF100 and 
UHF200. Adding an extra flavour to 
the showcase, was the introduction 
of NX Audio’s Slam 5, M5K, N14K, 
IT Series Amps, DJ Media 6000V, DJ 
Media 4000 DJ Midi, Carbon3 BU 
Mixer, Symphony Series, FMU14 Mixer, 
DC26Q, ARIA and VOX mics, techno 

and club series speakers.
First time exhibitors at the show 

- Sun Broadcast Equipments Pvt. 
Ltd. presented the TASCAM range 
of products. The new product 
arrangement comprised of DA-6400 
– a powerful tool to record/play 64 
channels in a live show and a multi-
purpose CD-A580 that plays from 
cassette, CD or USB flash media.

Group company Sun Infonet was 
as always present in a big way with 
technologies  from brands like Shure, 
Quest Engineering, Allen & Heath 
and Audiofocus. 

Audio-Technica introduced the 
AT-One entry level UHF system. 
With a 2x4 channel frequency plan 
for enhanced flexibility, sturdy but 
stylish build quality and a simple user 
interface, AT-One is ready to become 
an ideal wireless companion.

Krystal Cables launched their 
premium range of interlockable 
aluminum stage and Lockable mojo 
barriers along with their latest 
addition to the Microphone cable 
family – BETA Digital Cable. The 

company claims that it has been able 
to achieve 110 ohms impedance with 
a larger conductor size.

The Denon MCX8000 was 
launched at the Trimac booth. The 
MCX8000 has been designed by the 
Denon DJ development team as 
either a standalone media player or 
as a fully featured DJ controller.  Built 
with onboard sound effects and a 
24-bit pristine sound, the MCX8000 
delivers a high-quality controller with 
XLR outputs for both the DJ booth 
and PA system, representing the 
cutting edge of controller technology 
that melds versatility with practical 
utility, all in a contemporary package 
that’s built like a tank.

Some other new products and 
launches included one of India’s 
first modular synthesizer displaying 
an array of specialized modules by 
Mumbai based Modular Analog; 
Flight Cases made by non bio-
degradable plastic aluminum 
composite board at the Rajratan 
booth; Osram debuted the Kreios 
wedding PAR 100 W; Ultracoustic 

MSS  Pvt. Ltd. displayed a huge array of stage lighting 

and trussing solutions and an interactive projection 

mapping showcase 

New launches by regular exhibitor Narain Audio 

included products from new principal Lavoce

Sonotone’s Karan Nagpal discusses business at 

principal P.audio’s booth

Aspiring DJs flock to the Pioneer booth
Sennheisher ups the ante at distributor 

Premiere Electronics’ booth

YAMAHA once again booked its own dedicated space in Hall 2B and 2C, highlighted by an impressive display of technology

Sun Infonet showcases Shure, Quest, Allen & 

Heath and Audiofocus
Denon MCX8000 was launched at the Trimac booth

OHM highlighted its presence on the floor with the 

launch of a the CORA ine array system 

PALM expo is a great platform where music and sound 
industry people come together and share their experience 

and skills. It’s opening the doors for many Indian 
professionals to meet the world standards of music/audio 
technology. I am delighted to see such a brilliant effort to 

uplift and better the entertainment industry.
– Sanchit Balhara – Music Composer, Bajirao Mastani
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launched five new designs of planar 
hybrid acoustic panels – LIVIA, 
VITA, NERO, ZENA and ROMAN; 
HV & Company launched several 
new woofers and drivers from 
its principals PRV Audio, Brazil; 
Projection major Epson came on to 
the PALM platform for the first time 
to showcase their range of projection 
solutions for the entertainment 
and event industry; Pink Noise 
Professionals Pvt. Ltd that caters 

to many industries like corporate, 
broadcast, live sound, public sector, 
hospitality, studios and others, 
launched the Icon Pro Audio ULTRA 
4, an audio interface with superior 
quality AD/DA Convertors and 
dynamic range.

In Hall No. 5, the Modern Stage 
Service booth headed by Varinder, 
Sahil and Kartik Wadhwa displayed 
a huge array of stage lighting and 
trussing solutions that comprised 

“PALM over the years has been 
curated, nurturing engagement, 
equally from the trade as well as 
from the engineering talent. The 
philosophy of PALM has always 
been to develop the ever hungry 
and eager manpower in India, as 
much as to build a distribution for 
quality sound and light. This year 
the PALM conference hosted some 
of the leading talent globally. The 
IRAA is the largest gathering of 
sound engineers. The excitement 
of the professional community at 
PALM is contagious and this is 
one of the reasons, why unlike any 
other show in the world, the PALM 
show has an air of enthusiasm in 
the aisle. It is not just a trade show, 
it’s a celebration of sound and 
light technology.” states Mr. Anil 
Chopra, Founder of PALM Expo, who 
continues to lead the show. “ABEC 

successfully produced this 17 edition 
of the PALM expo. We met the 
challenge to provide an international 
class show production featuring 
championships, demos, creative 
showcase conferences, stage arenas 
and sound reinforcement. ABEC 
deployed resources and experience in 
conducting such an expansive expo 
covering 27,000 sqm. All the events 
at the expo were held smoothly with 
appreciative audiences from trade 
and creative professionals,” he adds.

Curated by PALM technology 
magazine, it is the learning and 
networking platform where the best 
talent and high caliber top notch 
professionals from the country 
and across the world, share their 
expertise, skills and knowledge on 
technology and industry trends 

through a range of topics covering 
pro audio & light, AV Install & 
Integration and Music Production.  

Support from Platinum Partners 
YAMAHA this year provided crucial 
impetus to the staging of the 
programme. YAMAHA was also the 
sound partner for the 2017 PALM 
Conference & Seminar.

“The industry has been expanding, 
and so have been the expectations,” 
says Ramesh Chetwani of the 
PALM Expo. “Visitor profile has 

been widening year after year, they 
come with bigger expectations, and 
exhibitors too want more and more 
market-interactive opportunities on 
the show floor,” he explains. “As it 

is, it’s been a constant endeavour 
at PALM Expo to explore newer 
opportunities to bring more value-
adds to the exhibitors and visitors; 
these initiatives are just part of the 
same endeavour.”

Speakers this year included ace 
visual &lighting designer Becket 

Tundatil, who has lit up stages 
like Sunburn, IIFA, EDC, to name 
just a few, along with Pankaj 
Pawan; Toshifumi Kunimoto 
Fellow - Research & Development 
Division Technology Unit, YAMAHA 
Corporation educated delegates on 
VCM technology; One of India’s most 
sought after  live sound engineer Fali 
Damania in an exclusive Q&A session 
let delegates in on the tips and 
secrets in the live sound realm; Amit 
Relan - Co Producer, WOOT factor, 
Vinod Bangera - CEO, Systematic Inc. 
and Vikaas Kalantri - CEO, White 
Leaf Entertainment Media Pvt. Ltd. 
came together for an Entertainment 
Event Management panel discussion 
on “How To Plan A Mid-Scale Event 
- Tech Perspective”, moderated by 
Sachit Subramanian Director, Circle 

Pro Audio LLP.
The theme of Music Production 

on day three witnessed a fantastic 
turnout from India’s top sound 
engineers.

Rob Cowan, CEO of Point Blank 
Music School, UK, started the day’s 
sessions with a masterclass by award-
winning Bollywood composer Sanchit 

PERPETUAL Enhancement – PALM Content & Exhibit Features

Celestion speakers adorn distributor Decibel Pro’s booth 

This was our first visit to the PALM Expo in Mumbai.  I 
was very impressed by both the warm welcome from 
the organisers and the professionalism and positivity 

of the show and awards.  We are looking to expand our 
business in India and this exhibition certainly provides 

an excellent opportunity to network with the Indian 
audio market.  We had numerous positive meetings at 

PALM 2017 and look forward to increased Funktion-One 
activity in India as a result.

– David  Bruml – Funktion One Research Limited

new launches from its 
principals MA Lighting and its brand 
Showlite besides others. From MA 
Lighting, the company launched the 
new Network Switch designed to 
simplify the set-up and management 
of today’s lighting networks. 
From Showlite, the new launches 
comprised Raiden 1000 RGB LED 
colouring strobe, meant for colourful 
strobe effects and uniform RGB 
mixing system, and Vulcan 400 LED 
blinder. One of the highlights at the 
MSS booth was the demo of Dutch 
special effects solutions provider 
MagicFX’s product range.

“It feels great to be in a 
marketplace like this. We see a 
huge potential for our solutions 
here, and we believe our coming to 
this show opens up all that to us,” 
declared Cars Dercksen, International 

For an AV designer, supplier, installer or consultant, 
PALM Expo 2017 had it all under one roof. There was 

something new & interesting for everyone, be it an AV 
novice or an AV Expert.

– A.R. Chandrashekhar,  ICT-AV-CCTV-Automation 
Consultant

Accounts Manager, MagicFX
Demoing visual splendor on the 

show floor, Modern Stage Service 
Pvt Ltd showcased an intense 
and ingenious amalgamation of 
technologies. “It is an interaction 
of IP protocols, edge blending 
projection, and content mapping, 
with WatchOut 6.0, the industry 
standard for server 6.2, playing 
at the heart of the lot.” said 
Vijay Sabhlok who spearheaded 
the 3D mapping booth creation. 
The booth also displayed a 
wide array of solutions from 
new princiapls - Enttec. MSSPL 

also launched its new brand 
– Farbe brand of AV control 

precision signal management solution. 
“Aimed at mid-range segment of 
entertainment industry comprising 
live events, rock shows, and even 
conferences, the system is a rugged 
and reliable, cost-effective solution 
all signal control management, “ said 
Pratik Wadhwa.

Fly Dragon Lighting Equipment 
Co. Ltd., launched its LIGHT SKY 
brand at PALM. On display was Light 
Sky’s new product – F33011, a 15R 
beam that can clearly display under 
sunshine. 

Sound Emporium, a leading 
supplier of pro light and sound 
system launched a range of new 
lighting products which included 
models XMlite – MS 440W, Bean 350 
W, FS 280, Fs 350/440 and LM 285.

KV2 Audio pumps up the action at the show

Tundatil and Pankaj Pawan in conversation at the 

PALM Conference

The maestro Resul Pookutty  addressing the audience in 

a one-on-one Q&A session on the “Art Of Recording Film 

Song – A Modern Perspective” 

Donal Whelan and Vijay Dayal explore “Cultural 

differences in Production and Mastering practices”

Seminar on VCM technology by 
Toshifumi Kunimoto, Fellow - Research & 

Development Division Technology Unit, 

Yamaha Corporation

PALM Conference & Seminar Programme
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Hyderabad-based H Audio brought the British premium 

audio brand VOID to Palm 2017 

Osram debuted the Kreios wedding PAR 
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Balhara, wherein, Balhara gave 
insights into his creative process, 
showing his approach from original 
composition through to orchestration 
and recording using a working 
example score from the Indian epic 
Bajirao Mastani.

This session was followed by an 
interesting and informative discussion 
on “Cultural Differences in Production 
and Mastering Practices” between 
Donal Whelan of Hafod Mastering, 
UK and Vijay Dayal, Recording 
Engineer, YRF Studios. 

“I enjoyed the PALM Conference 
& Seminar Programme. I thought it 
worked well having Vijay Dayal up 
there with me to bounce ideas off,” 
said Whelan.

Addressing a packed audience 
was Academy Award winning sound 
designer – Dr. Resul Pookutty who 
presented his expertise and provided 
knowledge on the “Art of Recording 
a film song – a modern perspective.” 

Day three concluded with the 
hugely popular Open Forum for 
sound engineers in association with 
AES, convened by Aditya Modi, of 
AES. Others on the panel included 

Chairman of Audio 
Engineering Society, 
India – Uday Chitre 
and renowned 
sound engineer 
Mahesh Amberkar.

Day two was 
highlighted by 
presentations 
from leading 
manufacturers 
and AV 
Consultants. 
Speakers 
included - 
Michele Marani 
of Seed 
Digital Asia 

conducting a 
“Presentation on 

Loudspeaker Management Systems”; 
ICT-AV-CCTV-Automation Consultant, 
A.R. Chandrashekhar of Anuvin 
Consultants provided info on “SIN 
for IT / AV”; The HARMAN Session 
on Audio Install & Integration was 
led by Ashish Barje of HARMAN; 
Colin Kavanagh, of Philips 
Entertainment Lighting enlightened 
on “LED Innovativeness and the 
Future in Entertainment Lighting” 
while Technical Evangelist – Vijay 
Sabhlok presented “The Art of  
Multi Imaging” using different 
technologies.

“The Conference and Seminar 
topics selected were so relevant to 
today’s and tomorrow’s world. There 
was a lot for the attendees to learn 
from industry experts and co-relate 
with the products on the floor. For 
an AV designer, supplier, installer or 
consultant, PALM Expo 2017 had 
it “All under one roof”. There was 
something new & interesting for 
everyone, be it an AV novice or 
an AV Expert. I personally feel the 
organisers should think of increasing 
the show by a day,” said A.R. 
Chandrashekhar

Each year, this feature of PALM 
brings together top decision 
makers and influencers, shaping 
the present and future of the DJ, 
electronic music production & 
event entertainment industries on a 
platform encompassing interactive 
panel discussions, high value 
educational workshop and music 
deconstruction master classes. 

This year the Soundscape 
evolved to greater heights 
with DJ Championship 
Director Reji Ravindran, 
curating the Soundscape 
sessions too. The 
Soundcape programme 
with OHM as sound 
partners and Video 
Wall as LED partners 
was upgraded with an 
amalgamation of power-
packed Electronic music 
and DJ centric panel 
discussions, workshop, 

and product presentations. 
Experts on the panel across the 

three days included Prateek Pandey, 
Sameer Bhalla, Vinay Khilnani, Vivek 
Dudani and Aneesh Prasad in a 
panel discussion on “Entertainment 
Event Management at Venues.”

Ali Safdar, Kunal Khambhati, 
Parampreet Singh Dhanoa, Warren 
D’souza and Tuhin Mehta discussed 

“Mega Stage Events 101”

In a session titled “Hybrid 
DJing - When Music Production 
meets Live DJing” Ashwin, Ashrith 
Baburao,  DJ Skip, Tanseer Jabbar, 
and Varun Desai elaborated on how 
they have diversified their setup & 
performances, giving them a unique 
edge over their peers.

The panelists in the panel 
discussion titled “The Importance of 
Music Mentorship & Talent Scouting” 
exchanged notes and spoke about 
their respective journeys, how they 
scout for the right talent & build 
a brand/personality out of these.” 
Panelists included Aayushman Sinha, 
Jeet Mehta, Pranav Sanghvi and 
Shoven Shah.

Panel Discussion titled ‘Reiventing 
the Wheels of Steel’ boasted of 
Akbar Sami, Ivan Nilkon, Ma Faiza, 
Russell Almeida and DJ Reji

“The Indian Hip-Hop explosion” 
was discussed by hip-hop artists, 
Enkore, SEZ, Shah Rule, HHB and 

Stunnah Beatz.
Aneesh Prasad, Ankit Narang, 

Varun Patra, Richy Dave and 
Parth Taco  talked about “Market 
presence.... through the social media 
lens.”

Besides panel discussions 
Soundscape also hosted a 
workshop by Reji, a one-on-one 
conversation with DJ Chetas, a song 
deconstruction session by Point Blank 
Music School Alumni -  Kumail, a 
Bollywood Remix Deconstruction by 
A-Myth and “How to go DAW-less 
in 2017” - A Synthfest Workshop by 
United Machines (HimanshuPandey) 
with gear provided by Sound.com.

This brilliant feature, launched at 
PALM Expo 2017, attracted young 
aspiring lighting designers to display 
their programming and designing 
skills. A stage with a custom made 
lighting rig was specially created 

for this ingenious feature which 
fulfills in providing opportunity for 
building professional talent. Each day 
featured two budding lighting design 
talents who were given one hour to 
program a lighting design and up to 
10 minutes to showcase it. 

The center of gravity for Indian 
DJs, the championship is the only 
platform of its kind in India which 
promotes and fosters upcoming DJ 
talent, through a National DJ Talent 
Hunt judged by some of the best 
DJs in the country. 

This year, the DJ championship 
brought to the fore a DJing 
phenomenon - ‘DJ Atom - Bass 
Boy,’ a 10-year-old child prodigy 
who awed the audiences and 
judges alike, with his insane skills. 
Competing amongst 19 DJs he left 

the audience enthralled with his 
traverse rhythms and beat perfect 
fades, eventually winning the coveted 
title to become the youngest PALM 
DJ Champion ever. The PALM DJ 
Championship has opened up more 
avenues for a budding career for the 

young DJ, with his talent 
management company 
busy handling enquiries 

that they have been inundated 
with. The positions of first runner-up 
and second runner-up were raked 
up by Mumbai boys Prathamesh 
Walawalkar and Nelson Swamy 
respectively.

The gear for the championship 
was provided by Pioneer and Denon 
– PALM DJ Championship Premium 
Prize Partner sponsored the Denon 
MCX 8000 for the winner. The first 
and second runners up took home 
the Denon MC 7000 and Denon MC 
6000MK2 respectively.  

PALM Soundscape

Lighting Design Showcase

PALM DJ Championship

Vinod Bangera, Sachit Subramanian, Vikaas Kalantri and Amit Relan in a panel 

discussion on How To Plan a Mid-Scale Event - Tech Perspective 

Ace FOH engineer Fali Damania unravels the 
secrets in the live sound realm 

PLAM Conferences witness packed house

DJ Reji conducts a workshop - DJing - From Then 
till Now - at PALM Soundscape 2018  

In Conversation with DJ Chetas - World No. 33 on the DJ 

MAG Top 100 DJs 

Panelists in the session titled Mega Stage Events 101 discuss current standards & practices for stage events

Show Review Show Review

10 yr old DJ Atom – Bass Boy wins DJ Competition. From l-r: 

DJ KD – Championship Judge, Mother Of Electronica in India - 

Ma Faiza, PALM Exhibition Director -Ramesh Chetwani, Pankaj 

Agrawal of Trimac, Nelson Swamy – second runner-up, DJ Atom, 

Prathamesh Walawalkar – first runner-up, Anil Chopra – Founder of 

DJ Championship Founder and DJ Reji – Championship Director. 
The custom made lighting rig at the PALM Lighting 

Design Showcase
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Since 2006, the annual IRAA 
awards, honours and recognises 
exceptional talent in music, 
soundtrack recording and mixing 
in Indian music for albums and 
movies. With 31 awards over five 
categories, the 11th edition of the 
Indian Recording Arts Academy IRAA 
Awards, which took place on 3rd 
June 2017, once again celebrated 
and recognized technical excellence 
and expertise. Under the guidance of 
Pramod Chandorkar as the Awards 
Director, the 2017 IRAA Awards were 
presented in the following segments:

• Audio Engineering 

• Audio Post Production
• Music Production
• Recording Facility
• Education Awards
For 2017, IRAA introduced 

several new awards 
segments and award 
categories that are crucial 
to the recording and music 
production industry. With the 
objective of recognizing the 
regional music industry, the IRAA 
Awards also constituted “Regional 
awards” in all the award categories.

Also new to IRAA 2017 was the 
Audio Post Production category 

which included ten new awards 
namely - • Dubbing Engineer for 
Film - Hindi • Dubbing Engineer 
for Film - Regional • Sound Editor 
(Effects & Ambience) - Hindi • Sound 
Editor (Effects & Ambience) - Regional 

Ashish Manchanda delivers the vote of thanks after winning the award for Music Producer (Independent) along with 
co-producer Aman Moroney

JURY AWARDS
Lifetime Contribution to Audio Engineering: D.O. Bhansali

Mahaguru Award for Contribution in Music Education: Ustad Fazal Qureshi 

Lifetime Contribution to Music: Kishore Sharma

AUDIO ENGINEERING AWARDS
Independent Song Recording & Mixing: Harshad Sathe for “What They Not 
Telling you”

Film Song Recording & Mixing - Hindi: Vijay Dayal for “Jag Ghumeya” 
from the movie Sultan

Film Song Recording & Mixing - Regional: Vijay Dayal for “Yad Lagla” from 
the movie Sairat

Classical Recording & Mixing: Darshan Kataria for “Dil e Nadaan” from the 
album Gulzar

Instrumental & Fusion Recording & Mixing: Pramod Chandorkar (Mixing 
Engineer), Shamik Guharoy (Recording Engineer) for “Shirngara” from the 
album Maya

Promising Talent In Audio Engineering: Nitesh Bisht for “Laila Main Laila” 
from the album Raees

Advertisement Mixing: Tilak Goswami for “Honda BR-V Launch - 
#LetTheHunt Begin”

MUSIC PRODUCTION AWARDS
Music Producer (Hindi Film Song): Meghdeep Bose for “Bol Do Na Zara” 
from the movie Azhar

Music Producer (Regional Film Song): Ajay-Atul for “Vaat Disu De” from 
the movie Sairat

Music Producer (Independent): Ashish Manchanda & Aman Moroney for 
“Like A Sufi – Alif” from the album Sufayed

Music Producer (Electronic Music): Tamzid Rahman for “Purva Ashadha-To 
Forget”

AUDIO POST PRODUCTION
Sound Designer for Feature Film (Hindi): Subash Sahoo for Neerja

Sound Designer for Feature Film (Regional): Anmol Bhave for Half Ticket

Dubbing Engineer for Film (Hindi): Lochan Kanvinde for Shivaay

Dubbing Engineer for Film (Regional): Anindit Roy for Byomkesh Pawrbo

Sound Editor, Effects & Ambience (Hindi): Lochan Kanvinde for Mirzya

Foley Artist (Hindi): Mohammad Iqbal for Phobia

Foley Artist (Regional): Karan Arjun Singh, Shankar Singh, Anil Pawar, 
Foley Engineer/Editor – Ram Kishan Nath for Half Ticket

Broadcast Mixing, Music Oriented (Hindi): Mahesh Amberkar for The Voice 
India Kids - & TV

Sync Sound Recording (Hindi Film): Subash Sahoo for Neerja

Film Mixing (Hindi): Alok De for Neerja

Film Mixing (Regional): Alok De for Ventilator

RECORDING FACILITY
Music Recording Studio: Studio H, Chennai

ADR Studio (Dialogue & Dubbing): Sound & Vision India, Mumbai

Foley Studio: Just Foley, Mumbai

Surround Mix Studio: Sound & Vision India, Mumbai

EDUCATION AWARDS
Dronacharya Award for Teachers In Audio Education: Hozaifa Sayed, 
Seamedu School of Pro – Expressionism

Best Audio Education Programme: Soundideaz Academy

Indian Recording Arts Academy Awards (IRAA)

• Foley Artist – Hindi • Foley Artist- 
Regional • Broadcast Mixing (Dialogue 
Oriented) – Hindi • Broadcast Mixing 
(Dialogue Oriented) - Regional • 
Broadcast Mixing (Music Oriented) 
– Hindi • Broadcast Mixing (Music 
Oriented) - Regional

Spearheaded by IRAA Director 
Pramod Chandorkar, the nominations 
were screened by an 11 member 
Jury comprising of Ashish Saxena, 
Bishwadeep Chatarjee, Indrajit Sharma, 
Mujeeb Dadrkar, Sandeep Shirodkar 
Shantanu Hudlikar, Vijay Benegal, 
Vijay Dayal and Yogesh Pradhan.The 
adjoining box enlists the full list of 
the IRAA 2017 winners

Host for the evening – Aditya Modi, VC 
AES India

Rudolph David from Sound Wizard 
Auroville who designed the awe 
inspiring H studio received the award 
on behalf of Harris Jayraj

Soundideaz Academy won the award for Best Audio Education Programme

Ustad Fazal Qureshi accepted the Mahaguru Award for Contribution in Music Education 
from the IRAA Jury. From l-r:  Indrajit Sharma, Anil Chopra, Pramod Chandorkar, Ustad 
Fazal Qureshi, Ashish Saxena, Mujeeb Dadarkar, Vijay Benegal and Vijay Dayal

Mahesh Amberkar – winner of Broadcast Mixing 
(Music Oriented)-Hindi

IRAA audience was a large gathering of sound engineers and the pro sound industry

Atul Gogavale  addressing the audience after winning 
the award along with Ajay Gogavale for the track Vaat 
Disu De from the movie Sairat

Indian Recording Arts Academy Awards (IRAA) Winners

Anmol Bhave, Winner of Sound Designer for Feature Film – Regional with 
Sound Engineer Avinash Oak, Anil Chopra and Pramod Chandorkar Subash Sahoo with his award for Sound Designer for Feature Film (Hindi)

11thedition
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Karan Arjun Singh with his team from Just Foley accepts the award for Foly Artist – 
Regional

Promising Talent in Audio Engineering - Nitesh Bisht accepting the award from Donal Whelan 
of Hofod Mastering. From l-r: Anil Chopra - Founder of IRAA Awards, Donal Whelan, IRAA 
Director – Pramod Chandorkar, Nitesh Bisht and Manish Gandhi, COO & Director, Asian 
Business Exhibitions & Conferences Ltd

Vijay Dayal of YRF Studios bagged the award for Film Song Recording & Mixing for both 
Hindi and Regional Category

PALM SOUND & LIGHT AWARDS

Megdeep Bose accepts the award for Music Producer (Hindi 
Film Song) from yesteryear musician, music arranger & 
composer – Mr. Kishore Sharma

Alok De bagged the Film Mixing award in both 
categories – Hindi and Regional

Tilak Goswami won the award for Advertisement Mixing

Anindit Roy wins Dubbing Engineer for Film - Regional

Sound & Vision India bagged the award for Best ADR 
Studio (Dialogue & Dubbing) & Surround Mix Studio for. 
Director Mona Shetty accepts the award

The 7th consecutive PALM 
Sound & Light Awards, presented 
by PALM Expo was held at the 
Jade Room of the Sahara Star Hotel 
Mumbai on 2nd June, 2017. The 
evening’s event was a celebration 
of excellence. Those who were 
honoured are doing exceptional 
work in the live sound realm and 
the audience gathered for the 
event comprised of the who’s 

who of the body of live event 
organizers, rental companies, sound 
engineers and industry leaders and 
professionals. 

The quality of stage sound and 
light production in India today is 
improving dramatically and the PALM 
Sound & Light awards motive is to 
up the paradigm of excellence in 
sound and light production in India.

Spread over 16 technical and 

creative categories, the awards 
recognized individuals and 
organizations for their unparalleled 
contribution to the live event 
entertainment industry by rendering 
outstanding services in the field 
of staging, lighting & live sound 
in the year 2016-2017. The awards 
for professional excellence in stage 
sound and light were presented 
in 3 categories: Sound & Light 

Professionals, Event Organizers, and 
Pro Sound and Light companies.

The awards were presented by Mr. 
Manish Gandhi – COO & Director, 
ABEC Exhibitions & Conferences 
Pvt. Ltd., Mr. Gordan Payne - Asia 
Regional Director, ITE Asia Exhibitions 
Limited and Mr. Anil Chopra – 
Founder of the PALM Sound & Light 
Awards. 

Audio Systems Engineer - Mark Thomas 

Audio FOH Engineer - Fali Damania
Corporate Executive Excellence in Indian Pro Sound & Light Industry 
-  Prashant Govindan, Sr. Director, India & Sri Lanka, HARMAN 
Professional Solutions

Audio Monitor Engineer - Rohit Poredi 
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Dinesh Shetty, Vikas Menon and Vivek Menon of Production Crew 
Entertainment Pvt. Ltd., Mumbai bagged the award for Stage Production Santana Davis of J Davis Prosound & Lighting,  received the award for his 

company for excellence in Sound Rental services

LED Rental went to Video Wall India Pvt. Ltd., Mumbai. Anil Girkar and his 
wife received the award

Ashish Mehta received the Lighting Rental award which went to 
Star Dimensions India Pvt. Ltd.

Excellence in AV and Lighting Integration went to Modern Stage 
Services. Sahil Vadhwa accepts the award Innovative Projection Mapping award went to Modern Stage Services Pvt. 

Ltd. Pratik Vadhwa, Davinder Vadhwa and Vijay Sabhlok accept the award

Technology Innovation in Touring Line Array went to 
Bose Corporation India Pvt. Ltd. YAMAHA Music India Pvt. Ltd. took the award for Technology 

Innovation - Network Audio

Hi-Tech Audio Systems Pvt. Ltd., New Delhi, once again won the award 
for Distributor of the Year 

Stage Design & Concept was bagged by PIXADOO. VJ Kaycee 
accepted the award

Lighting Designer - Becket Tundatil

Audio Systems Engineer: Mark Thomas

Audio FOH Engineer: Sunil Karanjikar and Fali Damania

Audio Monitor Engineer: Rohit Poredi 

Lighting Designer: Becket Tundatil

Sound Rental: J Davis Prosound & Lighting, Bangalore

LED Rental: Video Wall India Pvt. Ltd., Mumbai

Lighting Rental: Star Dimensions India Pvt. Ltd.

Stage Design & Concept: PIXADOO, Bangalore

Stage Production: Production Crew Entertainment Pvt. Ltd., Mumbai

Excellence in AV and Lighting Integration: Modern Stage Services, New Delhi

Innovative Projection Mapping: Modern Stage Services Pvt. Ltd., New Delhi

Distributor of the Year: Hi-Tech Audio Systems Pvt. Ltd., New Delhi

Technology Innovation - Touring Line Array: Bose Corporation India Pvt. 
Ltd., New Delhi

Technology Innovation - Network Audio: YAMAHA Music India Pvt. Ltd., , 
New Delhi

Corporate Executive Excellence in Indian Pro Sound & Light Industry: 
Prashant Govindan, Sr. Director, India & Sri Lanka, HARMAN Professional 
Solutions

PALM SOUND & LIGHT AWARDS WINNERS
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This most loved IP entered its 7th 
year with the PALM expo 2018. This 
feature facilitates live demonstrations 
of advanced sound and lighting 
systems through a three day musical 
stage extravaganza featuring the 
most popular and budding artists 
and bands from the country’s 
independent music scene. Since the 
last 7consecutive years, HARMAN has 
powered this IP with top of the line/ 
newly launched products & solutions 
from brands the HARMAN 
bouquet, culminating in an 
audio-visual feast for the 
senses. Every year there 
is a new product at the 
Live Arena and this year 
HARMAN announced the 
unveiling of the latest from 
JBL VTX series A12, the next 
generation Dual 12” Line 
Array Loudspeaker system. 

The HARMAN endorsees 
who debuted at the Live 
Arena included “Liquid Bass 
Project” by Sherrin Varghese 
and a young energetic band 
from True School of Music 
“Aankh Micholi”. TSM also 
featured its “All Stars” band 
which featured foreign faculty 

at the school. Other first timers 
at the HLA stage included 
- The SKA Vengers, Viveick 
Rajagopalan, Anand Bhaskar 
Collective, Sanah Moidutty, The 
Khush Upadhyay Group and 
Paradigm Shift. Tejas Menon 
and Voctronica made a re-entry 
to the line-up with all-time 
favourites Sivamani, Ranjit Barot 
and Niladari Kumar. 

The Demo Qube feature has 
been an ideal concept for audio 
companies to demonstrate their 
high end speaker systems and 
products with ease in a private 
cube structure without decibel 
level restrictions. Conceptualized to 
serve as a live demo area where 
key prospective clients could be 
invited, this year visitors to the show 
got an opportunity to experience 
products from four brands – Bose, 
Pope Professional, RCF, and Rivera 
Digitech. Each Demo Qube displayed 
and demonstrated an array of sound 
systems and equipment  from their 
respective brands. 

Mumbai based Rivera Digitech 
presented new products from their 
brands Roland, Samson, Antelope 
Audio and Zildjian. Also on display 
was the new db technologies 
VIO series, a full powered line 

PALM Demo Qube

Conducted in the open space 
at the venue, this feature facilitates 
exhibit and demo of line array 
systems in realistic outdoor 
conditions. This year 11 line array 
exhibits from brands including 
Audiocenter, Carlton Audio, 
Stonewater, Ewing, KV2 Audio, TW 
Audio, NEXT Pro Audio, Outline, 
Sound Capital, Star Acoustics and 
Nova. showcased their line arrays to 
interested buyers from the rental and 
event segment.

Open Air Line Array Demo

PALM HARMAN Live Arena

array and sub series 
intended for large 
sound reinforcement 
applications. The Rivera 
Demo Qube also had 
live performances 
on all three days by 
renowned artists like 
Sivamani, Rythmn 
Shaw, Mohini Dey and 
Darshan Doshi.

The Bose Qube had 
a series of scheduled presentations 
on the DeltaQ ShowMatch followed 
by the demo. “We are showing 
the quality of the sound system in 
the vocal range and also exhibiting 
how it sounds in a concert, high 
energy track,” informed Arun Kumar, 
Divisional Manager, Bose Corporation.

A lot of action could also be seen 
in the RCF and Pope Professional 
Demo Qubes.

31 May-2 June 2018
Bombay Exhibition Centre,
Goregaon (East), Mumbai
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